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MORTISER TT290

€991,73 (excl. VAT)

The Mortiser TT290 has a drilling table, fully fitted with ball bearings, which can be mounted in 2 positions
and is equipped with a convenient storage compartment and a miter guide.

SKU: 0MO290S
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This solid drilling table is fully fitted with ball bearings and has smooth operation in all directions with one
steering lever. Both the drilling depth and lateral movements can be precisely adjusted, and the height

adjustment of the drilling table is done with the handwheel. The workpiece is held firmly in place by the quick-
release clamp.

The drilling table can be mounted in 2 positions: the top position for thinner pieces and the bottom position for
very high workpieces. The rotating parts are shielded by a dust-free top cover that easily snaps open to replace

the drill bit.

It features an integrated useful storage compartment and a clear miter guide. A wheel kit with steering lever,
making it easy to move the machine, is also available as an option. This kit is compatibel with all machines in

the Comfort Line.
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Important: the drill head is right-turning.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Drilling table fully fitted with ball bearings
Smooth operation in all directions with the steering lever

Height adjustment by handwheel
Equipped with a quick-release clamp to hold the workpiece in place

Rotating parts are shielded by a dust-free top cover
Integrated storage compartment

Clear miter guide
Rotor with 4 fixed positions (16, 22, 32 en 38 mm)

Wheel kit with steering lever (option)
Right-turning chuck

DESCRIPTION

This solid drilling table is fully fitted with ball bearings and has smooth operation in all directions with one
steering lever. Both the drilling depth and lateral movements can be precisely adjusted, and the height

adjustment of the drilling table is done with the handwheel. The workpiece is held firmly in place by the quick-
release clamp. The drilling table can be mounted in 2 positions: the top position for thinner pieces and the

bottom position for very high workpieces. The rotating parts are shielded by a dust-free top cover that easily
snaps open to replace the drill bit. It features an integrated useful storage compartment and a clear miter

guide. A wheel kit with steering lever, making it easy to move the machine, is also available as an option. This
kit is compatibel with all machines in the Comfort Line. Important: the drill head is right-turning.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 97 kg
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Dimensions 840 × 715 × 680 cm

Motor 3 HP

Voltage 230 V

Worktable 500 x 210 mm

Exhaust 100mm

Chuck 16 mm

Longitudinal range 140 mm

Transverse range 290 mm

Vertical range 140 mm


